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1 Introduction

This document is produced by the ROBIN Project Committee. Its objective is to
describe the principle of the evaluation carried out in the ROBIN challenge.

The ROBIN challenge (Recherche d’OBjets dans les Images Numériques- Object
Detection and Recognition in Digital Images) is part of the Techno-Vision program
funded by the French Ministry of Defense and Ministry of Research. It aims to pro-
duce image datasets with associated ground truths as well asevaluation protocoles
for object detection and recognition tasks. One of the main specifity of ROBIN is to
orient evaluation toward operational applicability. Indeed, datasets are provided by
industrial companies interested in the field of Computer Vision and Image Processing
technologies :

• Bertin Technologies, ECA and SAGEM for infrared ground images;

• MBDA, EADS and THALES for aerial infrared and visible images;

• CNES for SPOT5 spatial images.

A companion document describes those data sets [1].

2 Functions evaluated

One of the first levels of image interpretation is to be able tostate where the mean-
ingful objects are, and what they are. The ROBIN competitionis devoted to the eval-
uation of two fundamental functions of image understanding: object detection and
categorization.

Each function uses, for its calibration, a series of annotated data describing the ex-
pected output requirements. The annotations or ground truths contain the location and
type of objects occuring in each image, and various auxiliary information potentially
available in each context (viewing conditions, pixel resolution...).
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Annotated databases

An annotated database is a series of images associated with adescription of the
objects they contain. The annotation of an imageI is a list ofN∗(I) elements:

{(Y ∗
1 , Z∗

1 ), (Y ∗
2 , Z∗

2 ) . . . (Y ∗
N∗(I), Z

∗
N∗(I))}

where

• Y ∗
i ∈ Y is the category of objecti;

• Z∗
i ∈ Z is a description of its location and geometry in the image.

The spaceY defines the set of all possible categories. It may be structured in a
hierarchy, although the evaluation of decision making among structured categories is
not the main objective of ROBIN.

The spaceZ describes the type of geometric description used to characterize object
location and, when available, object extension and pose.

In the ROBIN competition, two different databases are involved: a learning database
B used to specify the type of data and objects to be detected or categorized, and a test-
ing databaseT used for the evaluation of the implemented functions.

It is assumed that, in general, two identical images have thesame annotation,i.e.
the database is only exceptionally inconsistent.

Detection

The detection function can be formulated the following way:assign to a given
imageI a list of candidate object locations{Z1, Z2 . . . Z

N(I,λ)} where objects of
interest and typical data are described by samples from a training databaseB. The
function is controlled by a parameterλ for operating point setting. This parameter may
be of any type, scalar or multidimensional. If the decision requires a final thresholding,
we assume that the only control parameter is a scalar equal tothe threshold value.
The number of object locations provided by the algorithmN(I,λ) depends on the
operating point.

The detection function is summarized as:

Detection :B, I,λ 7→ {Z1, Z2 . . . Z
N(I,λ)}

The output format may be different than the annotation in thetraining database,
e.g. annotations contain precise object boundary whereas algorithm output is the object
center in the image.

In ROBIN, acceptable object location descriptions are:

• Access point:(xc, yc)

• Bounding box:(xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax)

An access point is a simple location assumed to be univocallyassociated with the pres-
ence of an object,e.g. the center of a bounding region, the position of a characteristic
part.

The bounding box, however, is the favored format output since most of the ground
truth descriptions will use it. More detailed outputs such as closed polygones or binary
masks are expected to be provided by the participant also as bounding boxes.
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Categorization

The function of categorization assigns to a given locationZ in an imageI a cat-
egoryY . The labels of the categories are described further in this document for each
dataset. Samples from the learning databaseB define empirically the category to be
associated with each data: examples of object pictures willbe provided for each cate-
gory, and we assume that they perform a sufficient sampling ofthe different categories
if one wants to build an object model from them. The function can be controlled by a
parameterµ able to set the operating point.

Categorization :B, I, Z,µ 7→ Y

A categorization function has to solve two kinds of problems: discrimination and
outlier rejection. Discrimination is the capacity of choosing a category in a predefined
set of candidates. Outlier rejection is the capacity of detecting an unknown or novel
category. In order to make a distinction between these two situations, the implemented
categorization function may generate two special outputs:“Ambiguous” and “Other”.
An “Ambiguous” decision is provided when the algorithm is unable to make a reliable
distinction between two or more categories. An “Other” decision means that the algo-
rithm has been able to detect an object which is not defined in the learning database,
e.g. a new model of car. The background is interpreted as a regular category, with a
corresponding label.

Acceptable categorization outputsY are:

• A category from the training database, includingbackground;

• An “Ambiguous” decision;

• An “Other” decision.

Although related, discrimination and rejection capabilities will be evaluated on
separate competitions.

3 Requirements

Performance evaluation is a procedure designed to quantifythe disagreement be-
tween a given implemented function and several specified requirements. Requirements
can be divided into two types:

• A functional requirement describes what the expected value produced by the
function given a specific input is;

• An operational requirement describes the global constraints that must be satis-
fied by the implemented function.

Functional requirement

The evaluation of functional requirement agreement is the main objective of ROBIN.
A functional requirement is satisfied if the algorithm is able to reproduce the behavior
of a function. In ROBIN, the function is known from a trainingdatabaseB defining on
samples:
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• The input space = form and density;

• The output space = set of target categories or object locations;

• The association of input and output values.

A testing databaseT is used to measure the empirical adequacy of the implemented
function with its requirement. Its main goal is to provide samples to measure the
quality of the association and the algorithm rejection ability.

Operational requirement

To become operational, the implementation of an algorithm must meet several re-
quirements. An implemented function can be characterized by the following features:

• Hardware features

– Computation time

– Memory

• Ease of evolution or adaptation

– Learning or parameter estimation complexity

– Increase/modification of category type

– Modification of input context

– Parameter tuning

• Robustness

– Sensitivity to parameter setting

– Outlier management

• Flexibility

– Missing information or data management

• Interactivity

– Functional point tuning

– Possibility of human intervention or correction

All those requirements are difficult to quantify. In ROBIN, each participant is
invited to characterize qualitatively his algorithm alongthe above operational features.

4 Evaluation

The main objective of ROBIN project is the quantitative evaluation of functional
requirements for detection and categorization. We adopt anempirical point of view,
i.e. compute statistical quantities on samples from a testing databaseT.
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4.1 Detection

4.1.1 Formulation of the Detection Task

In our formulation, evaluating the function of detection isequivalent to comparing
two lists:

• {Z1, Z2 . . . Z
N(I,λ) | I,λ}: the list of N(I,λ) locations output by the imple-

mented algorithm and controlled by parameterλ.

• {Z∗
1 , Z∗

2 . . . Z∗
N∗(I) | I}: the list ofN∗(I) ground truth locations.

Evaluation is based on counting the true detections (or TruePositives -TP ) from
the two lists. It depends on the input dataI and the control parameterλ assumed to be
fixed during a whole evaluation session. It is defined the following way:

1. Define a geometrical acceptance criterionG between two locations:

G : (Z,Z∗) → {0, 1} (1)

The geometrical acceptance criterionG is defined for each competition and
should take into account the relevant tolerance values specific to each context.

2. Define an association matrix m∈ {0, 1}N(I,λ)×N∗(I) betweenZj andZ∗
i en-

suring that at most one detection is assigned to a ground truth location and re-
ciprocally. Formally:

G(Zj , Z
∗
i ) = 0 ⇒ m(j, i) = 0

N(I,λ)
∑

j=1

m(j, i) ≤ 1

N∗(I)
∑

i=1

m(j, i) ≤ 1 (2)

3. Compute the number of true detections as:

TP (I,λ) =
∑

i,j

m(j, i)

If several association matrices satisfy conditions (2), choose the one giving the
maximum number of true detections.

This definition can also be interpreted as the size of amaximal matchingin a bi-
partite graph whose edges are the items of the two location lists and whose adjacency
rule is given by the acceptance criterionG.

Global ratios known asPrecisionandRecallare computed from the number of true
detections as:

Precision(λ) =

∑

I∈T TP (I,λ)
∑

I∈T N(I,λ)
(3)

Recall(λ) =

∑

I∈T TP (I,λ)
∑

I∈T N∗(I)
(4)
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The three numbersTP (I,λ), N(I,λ) andN∗(I) will be used to detect difficult
images by comparing their values to the average performancegiven by the ratios (3)
and (4).

The role of control parameterλ is to modify internal setting of the algorithm able
to select different values of Precision and Recall. We are especially interested in com-
puting three points:

• Recall for maximal Precision:R∗

• Precision for maximal Recall:P ∗

• Equal Precision and Recall, often called also Equal Error Rate: EER.

They characterize different operational conditions. It isexpected that each participant
is able to tune the parameters of his algorithm in order to approximately provide those
three operational points.

The Area Under the Curve (AUC) or Mean Average Precision (MAP) will be com-
puted as another global indicator on the basis of a whole precision/recall curve when
available, or on its approximation using several operatingpoints.

4.1.2 Choice of the acceptance criterion G in the case of object and people de-
tection

Except for the CNES dataset, which also deals with extended objects like roads
and highways, all the ROBIN Detection challenges aim at finding man made objects
and persons. These objects of interest have a limited spatial extension and can be
contained in a bounding box. Therefore, the expected outputof the algorithms will be
a point or (preferred) a bounding box.

Furthermore, since for 5 datasets (Bertin-ECA, EADS, MBDA,Sagem and Thales)
the Detection Task is alike, we can propose a unique definition of the geometric ac-
ceptance criterionG (see 1) valid over these 5 datasets. In this case, the measures
proposed below aim at describing the quality of a given detection result, assessing
how close (in location, geometric area and shape) to a groundtruth bouding box the
detection result is.

• the first measurem1 is a function of the distance between the centers of the de-
tection and of the reference object. This distance is compared to the dimensions
of the ground truth bounding box, because we assume that in this patch extrac-
tion task an error of 1 pixel will not have the same consequences if it happens
on a 5 or 6 pixel long object than on a 50 pixel long one. It is chosen to vary be-
tween 0 when both centers are superimposed, and 1 when they are at an infinite
distance;

• the second measurem2 is the relative deviation between the area of the two
bounding boxes. Its value varies between 0 and 1;

• the third measurem3 compares the aspect of the two bounding boxes. Since we
only have to deal with rectangles, we use the height-over-width ratio to charac-
terize them.
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The goal of these three measures is to quantify if the system has found something in
the right place (m1), with the good scale (m2) and a roughly correct shape (m3).

Formally, a detection resultZ (bounding box of center(xd, yd), heighthd, width
wd, areaAd) is a candidate good detection if there exists a reference bouding box
ground truth objectZ∗ of center(xgt, ygt), heighthgt, width wgt, areaAgt such as :















m1(Z,Z∗) = 2
Π arctan

(

max
(

|xd−xgt|
wgt

,
|yd−ygt|

hgt

))

6 ε1 (localization)

m2(Z,Z∗) =
|Ad−Agt|

max(Ad,Agt)
6 ε2 (completeness)

m3(Z,Z∗) = 2
Π arctan

(

| hd

wd
− hgt

wgt
|
)

6 ε3 (correctness)

ε1, ε2 andε3 are three thresholds varying from 0 to 15%.

All the qualities (localization, completeness, correcteness) are valued between 0
(for the best) and 1 (for the worst results) and can be interpreted in terms of distance.
The final decision is made on the basis of these three results:a candidate good detec-
tion is kept if it satisfies the three criteria of localization, completeness and correcte-
ness simultaneously. This allows us to define the functionG we will use :

G(Z,Z∗) =

{

1 if m1 6 ε1,m2 6 ε2 andm3 6 ε3

0 otherwise

Notes

1. The validation of a detection result as a candidate good detection relies on three
thresholdsε1, ε2 and ε3. We will make them vary in order to evaluate their
influence (and the bias induced by their values) on the quality of the results. In
practice two sets will be used:

• a rough acceptance set:ε1 = 0.15, ε2 = 0.5 andε3 = 0.15;

• a precise acceptance set:ε1 = 0.05, ε2 = 0.2 andε3 = 0.05.

2. In the case the algorithm only output is apoint, the validation of a detection re-
sult as a candidate good detection will be based only on the localization criterion
m1 and thresholdε1, i.e. G(Z,Z∗) = 1 if m1 6 ε1 and0 otherwise.

4.1.3 Detection using confidence coefficient

An optional coefficientα can be added to qualify a priori the confidence in the
delivered decision for each candidate detectionZ. This coefficient may have various
significations such as a posteriori probability or likelihood ratio. If such a coefficient
is available, it is assumed that output detections result from a thresholding operation
with valueλ ∈ R, i.e. a detection is output ifα > λ. In this case, the thresholdλ is
the unique control parameter, generating this way a precision/recall curve.
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4.2 Categorization

The evaluation of categorization relies on counting label differences:Y andY ∗.
We consider various cases according to the type of category labels issued by the algo-
rithm: class index including abackgroundcategory, ambiguous (“A”) or other(“O”).
Remind that a category is considered “Other” if it is not in the training databaseB.

Categorization is evaluated along two directions, discrimination and rejection.

4.2.1 Discrimination

In a discrimination problem, we are interested in issuing the right category given
the set of possible categories. It is assumed that all data contain objects from a given set
of categories (“closed world” assumption). In this setting, “Other” and “Ambiguous”
outputs are treated equally.

Discrimination ability is measured by counting misclassification for categories
available in the training database from aconfusion matrixdepending on the control
parameterµ. This matrix describes the repartition of output decisionsfor each ground
truth category. Define its coefficients as:

η(c, c∗,µ) =
1

N (c∗)

∑

n∈T

1c(Yn).1c∗(Y
∗
n )

whereYn is the category generated by the algorithm on datan, and1 is the indicator
function andN (c∗) is the number of samples in the testing databaseT associated with
the categoryc∗,

N (c∗) =
∑

n∈T

1c∗(Y
∗
n ).

The diagonal coefficientη(c∗, c∗,µ) measures the categorization performance for
each class in the training database. The coefficientη(A, c∗,µ) where A is the “Am-
biguous” category, measures the algorithm level of decision making.

The confusion matrix coefficients are averaged to define the measureD(µ) ac-
counting for a global discriminating capacity:

D(µ) =
∑

c∗

π(c∗)η(c∗, c∗,µ)

whereπ(c∗) is the prior on classc∗:

π(c∗) =
N (c∗)

∑

c N (c)

Define similarlyU as the average uncertainty rate:

U(µ) =
∑

c∗

π(c∗)η(A, c∗,µ)

measuring the algorithm ability to postpone decision underuncertainty conditions. In
general, favoring ambiguous decision rate goes with increasing discrimination capac-
ity.

The two numbersD(µ) andU(µ) describe the categorization behavior for various
operating points controlled byµ. We are interested, as in the detection case, in specific
operating points:
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• Discrimination at minimal uncertainty rate:D∗

• Uncertainty at maximal discrimination rate:U∗

• Equal discrimination and uncertainty rate:EDU

The discrimination rate at minimal uncertainty rate (U ≈ 0) can be decomposed in a
confusion matrix revealing the inter-category misclassification errors.

4.2.2 Discrimination using confidence coefficient

A category decision may result from a thresholding operation on a priori confi-
dence. Letβ = {βc}c∈Y be a vector of confidence for each candidate category inY.
The confidence can be interpreted as a posteriori or class conditional likelihood.

The category is chosen according to the thresholding policy:

Y =

{

arg max
c∈Y βc if max

c∈Y βc > µ

A if max
c∈Y βc ≤ µ

where label A refers to the “Ambiguous” decision. The threshold µ ∈ R is the unique
control parameter.

Threshold variation generates various operating points. It is the responsibility of
the participant to conform to this type of decision where a single scalar is used for
thresholding uniformly confidences for all categories.

Note that with this type of policy, an “Other” decision cannot be issued. Rejection
ability will not be evaluated in ROBIN if decisions result from a thresholding policy.

4.2.3 Rejection

Rejection is the ability of detecting an unexpected data. Itis a binary decision
which can be characterized using an average capacity based on a counting policy de-
fined as:

Rejection(µ) =
1

N (O)

∑

n∈T

1O(Yn).1O(Y ∗
n ) (5)

which measures the algorithm ability to detect outliers or new categories at an operat-
ing point controlled byµ. N (O) is the number of samples with ground truth category
not in the learning databaseB.

As a binary decision, rejection can be characterized globally with a feature such
as an “Equal Rejection Rate” where false rejection (i.e. erroneously assigning label
“Other”) and false acceptance (i.e. erroneously assigning any label but “Other”) have
equal rates.

4.2.4 Categorization as multiple detections

Categorization algorithms are sometimes organized as a series of objectdetectors
dedicated to the interpretation of a specific category, usually against background. This
kind of structure is often used when a priori knowledge is introduced in the decision
process, leading to rather different detector designs.
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The evaluation of such categorization algorithms cannot bemade according to the
criteria defined above since they do not integrate in generalany specific multiclass
category discrimination step: two object detectors may respond positively. If such a
structure is chosen, evaluation will be reduced to measure performances using detec-
tion indices based on (3) and (4).

4.3 Summary

4.3.1 Measures

Evaluation will be based on the following measures:

• Detection

– Recall for maximal Precision:R∗

– Precision for maximal Recall:P ∗

– Equal Precision and Recall:EER

– Area under the curve:AUC

• Discrimination

– Discrimination at minimal uncertainty rate:D∗

– Uncertainty at maximal discrimination rate:U∗

– Equal discrimination and uncertainty rate:EDU

– Confusion matrix at maximal uncertainty:η(c, c∗)

• Rejection

– Equal Rejection Rate:ERR

4.3.2 Protocole

In ROBIN, evaluation will carefully look at operational point setting. Two cases
will be considered, depending on the availability of a confidence coefficient associated
with each decision.

Decision with confidence coefficient Detection, rejection or discrimination outputs
are given with a coefficient characterizing the a priori confidence on the decision pro-
vided. Various operating points are generated by varying a single threshold as control
parameter on these coefficients.

Decision without confidence coefficient When no a priori confidence can be gener-
ated by the algorithm, the generation of various operating points is the responsibility of
the participant. It is expected for each competition at least 5 different series of output
in order to approximate the operating points used to define the above measures.
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